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m:tel and Strawberry energy enabled free WiFi at solar chargers Strawberry Trees in
Bijeljina
Free WiFi at “Strawberry Trees” in Bijeljina from now on

Due to the cooperation between m:tel and Strawberry energy, recently installed public solar
chargers for mobile devices "Strawberry Trees" in Bijeljina, now provide users with free
wireless internet service.
In modern digital age, all our communication depends on portable devices, and we are
increasingly connecting with friends via internet on our mobile phones. Strawberry Tree is a
meeting and socializing place, which apart from charging mobile phone batteries, now
facilitates connection and informing of the citizens of Bijeljina, as unique WiFi station. M:tel has
provided two City free WiFi zones in Bijeljina, enabling its citizens and visitors to communicate
faster and cheaper. Free WiFi is enabled around Strawberry Trees in front of Cultural center
and in the City Park.
"As many times so far, m:tel confirms its commitment to socially responsible business and it is
our great pleasure to be a part of this project", said Đorđe Mišić, m:tel Executive Officer for
Marketing and Sales.
“There has never been so many ways to connect with others, as it is the case today. These
various communication channels demand energy to function, which we make available to
citizens, in a completely ecological way. We are glad that m:tel company shares the common
vision: improving people's lives by facilitating their everyday activities and meeting their needs
for better connection, communication and information accessibility. We believe that this is only
the beginning of our joint efforts to make the world a better place", said Miloš Milisavljević,
founder and CEO of our Strawberry energy.
In May, 2013, two public solar chargers Strawberry Trees have been installed in the city of
Bijeljina; in front of Cultural center and in the City Park. Solar charger Strawberry Tree is the
invention of Serbian Company Strawberry energy, for which they won the first place at the EU
Sustainable energy week 2011 in Brussels. The main company’s motto is making renewable
energy sources closer to all people by showing them benefits they can have from these green
technologies.

